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Abstract: A concept for the solution of problems at the digital processor has been 
developed, which is based on a four level approach of attacking a problem. It 
concerns the abstract, concrete, active and heuristic level of problem solution. 
Dialectic pairs of notions have to be defined, in order to specify separation and 
connection relations at each level and from level to level. The precise reference 
structures of DIGORGAO support the potential for self organization. A digital 
organ virtuscope has been implemented at the PC according to the DIGORGAO 
concept. It offers full functionality for the solution of computer vision problems.    

1   Dialectics of digital problem solution 

DIGORGAO constitutes a concept for the solution of problems at the digital processor. 
It is based on 
• the functionality of digital processing and 
• the organic character of problem solution. 
 
It opens new ways for self organising problem solutions. 

Four levels have to be distinguished in digital problem solution. Each level is governed 
by a dialectic pair of  basic concepts. 

Abstract level:  attribute & creator 
Concrete level:  item & functor 
Active level:  object & process 
Heuristic level:  action & reaction 

The dialectic pairs establish the theoretical background of DIGORGAO technology for 
digital problem solution. 

In the course of the problem solution there is an intrinsic separation and connection 
between coding of the problem, i.e. creation of the objects, i.e. analysis of the problem 
and composition of the solution, i.e. creation of the processes, i.e. synthesis of the 
solution. 
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A product of DIGORGAO takes the form of a digital organ. The problem solution 
potential of a digital organ has to be defined at the abstract level. It consists of attributes 
and creators. A problem is well posed by its input and output information. Input as well 
as output information take the form of a state of populations in the attributes of the 
organ. The solution requires a map from the state of the input populations to the state of 
the output populations. It includes intermediate states of input populations, of 
intermediate populations and of output populations. 

Primary creators have to be installed for identification and manipulation in attributes. A 
primary identificator creates and identifies an item in an atttribute. A primary 
manipulator creates a manipulation between items, which may have been installed in 
different atttributes. Secondary creators constitute a universal base for the composition 
of the solution. A secondary identificator identifies a suite of secondary manipulators as 
contribution to the solution composition. It will be called 'directive'. A secondary 
manipulator serves for control of the solution composition. It will be called  'node'. 

Of course, a digital organ is restricted to the solution of problems within the framework 
of its attributes and creators. Problems beyond this restriction require expansion of 
existing organs or evolution of new organs. That's life. At the concrete level, the problem 
solution has to be designed for a specified application. It consists of  items and functors. 
An item is installed as instance in an attribute. A functor is derived as instance of a 
creator. Primary functors and directive functors compile the problem code. These 
functors will be called code  functors. The composition of the solution is controlled by 
node functors. Problem code and solution composition as an entity constitute the result 
of the design, i.e. a problem solution route. 

At the active level, an object is represented as dynamic state of an item and a process as 
call and drive of a functor. The problem solution route is stored as a binary file. The 
organ driver serves all routes, which have been designed at the problem solution 
potential of the digital organ. Man computer interaction is the communication between 
action of man and reaction of computer. Interaction allows problem solution at the 
heuristic level. It is performed at an organ action interface, which takes the form of an 
action book. The action book is included into the problem solution route. 

Virtuscope, as an example, is a digital organ for computer vision. 

2   Abstract level 

A digital organ is defined at the abstract level by attributes and creators. 
Definition of attribute: 

 there exist primary attributes 
 attribute = association of attributes 
 @(attr.ass1.            assE) 
 attr name of attribute (meta name) 
 assJ name of associate attribute (partner) 
 E expansion of association 
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 E=0: no partner, i.e. primary attribute 
 . association sign 

The associate attributes assJ have to be defined prior to the higher level attribute attr. By 
this way, the attributes of a digital organ represent a hierarchic order. A primary attribute 
(E=0) is free from explicit association. It is indicated by capital letters. It consists of a set 
of fix items, which are identified by numbers, values, units, strings etc. These items may 
be called elements. 

Definition of creator: 

 creator = identificator or manipulator in attributes 
 §(SCMT,dis1,            disV) 
 SCMT creator code (= functor code) 
 S section  0 1 ... 9 A B ... Z  
 C class  A B ... Z + - ...  
 M member A B ... Z + - ...  
 T type  ! ident creator 
    µ mani creator 
    ? dummy creator 
 disJ name of dissociate attribute (domain) 
 V valency of dissociation 
 V=0: no domain, i.e. void creator 
 , dissociation sign 
 

The creator code identifies a creator in a digital organ. It corresponds to a three level 
hierarchy 

 section > class > member 

Primary creators are grouped into sections, which constitute the problem solution 
potential of the digital organ. Secondary creators represent a universal base for the 
design of arbitrary composition structures. They are defined in section 0 and consist of 2 
directives and 6 nodes. 

 class D: directive 
 §(0DS!)  syntatron 
 §(0DC!)  cyclotron 
 class N: node 
 §(0NEµ)   entry 
 §(0NCµ,npri)   call 
 §(0NGµ,NPOS)   goto 
 §(0NBµ,NPOS,NOIB,nswi) branch 
 §(0NRµ)   return 
 §(0NFµ,NOIB,nswi)  feedback 
 
 npri node prior reference for call of a code functor in the problem code 
 nswi node prior reference for branch at a switch item in the problem code 
 NPOS node post reference to a node 
 NOIB node OI branch map (OUT §>OUT/INN   INN§>OUT/INN) 
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3   Concrete level 

The potential of the digital organ is applied at the concrete level to design specified 
problem solutions. The result of the design is the problem code and the solution 
composition. Both components exist as separate structures and documents. The problem 
code defines the items in the attributes, the primary manipulations between the items and 
the directives for the suites in the solution composition. The solution composition 
consists of independent suites of nodes. Each suite is identified by a directive. 

Definition of item: 
 item = instance in an attribute 
 Item population in attr: 
 Iatt.Ias1. IasE    (I = 0 1 ... (S-1)) 
 Iatt item with index I in attr 
 IasJ item from assJ for association with Iatt 
 S size of population in attr 
 
Definition of functor: 
 functor = instance of a creator 
 
 Code functor in the problem code: 
 name(SCMT,Idi1, IdiV) 
 IdiJ item from dissociate attribute disJ, I = 0 1 ... 
 
 Node functor in a suite: 
 nnnn(0NMµ,ndi1,ndi2,ndi3) 
 nnnn node index within the suite,  0000 <= nnnn <= 9999 
 ndiJ reference to code or node functor, rsp. OI branch map value 
 

Each code functor has to be identified by a global name. The name replaces the symbol § 
in the creator definition. The code functor gets an index according to the occurrence in 
the problem code. Each item has to be installed by an ident functor. The item gets its 
name from the name of the functor. It is included into the population of its attribute with 
a local index according to the occurrence in the problem code. Each attribute allows the 
installation of a population of arbitrary size. The ident functor defines the associate items 
IasJ explicitly or by default items. The definition of the item Iatt requires that from all 
associate attributes assJ an item IasJ has been selected. 

Many functors get access to an item for dynamic change of its associates. The population 
of a primary attribute is fix by definition. Each directive, which has been installed in the 
problem code induces automatically an independent suite of nodes in the solution 
composition, which allows separate editing. The node functor doesn't require a name. 
The local index within the suite is automatically assigned to each node functor and 
allows access from another node functor internal in the suite. 

References from code functors to code functors, from node functors to code functors and 
from node functors to node functors are ordered according to 3 hierarchy rules. 
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Hierarchy rule from code functor to code functor: 
 index(code functor) > index(referenced code functor) 
 i.e. prior hierarchy (global for the problem code) 
 
Hierarchy rule from node functor to code functor: 
 index(directive) > index(referenced code functor) 
 i.e. prior hierarchy (global for the problem code) 
 
Hierarchy rule from node functor to node functor: 
 index(node functor) < index(referenced node functor) 
 i.e. post hierarchy (local for each suite) 
 

The organ designer is supported by the book maker, in order to define and modifiy 
action books for the problem solution under design. This can be done independently. 
Finally, the action book, the problem code and the solution composition are included 
into the problem solution route, which takes the form of a binary file 'app.rou'. This file 
can be accessed from the organ designer for tests and improvement. When the design has 
been completed, the route can be included into any route base, where it will be served by 
the organ driver. 

4   Active level 

The problem solution route 'app.rou' (of about 30-100 KB) contains all information 
about the objects and processes of an application. 

Definition of object: 
 object = dynamic state of an item 
Definition of process: 
 process = call and drive of a functor 
 
All routes, which have been designed at the problem solution potential of the digital 
organ, are served by one driver, i.e. the driver of the digital organ. By this way, the user 
can arrange different combinations of routes in route bases according to his require-
ments. At restart of a route, the driver finds all objects in its last state and gets automa-
tically access to the last process, which has been activated before leave from the route. 

5   Heuristic level 

Each problem solution route includes its own action book. The action book consists of 
pages. A page presents actions. An action identifies a link with a reaction. Five types of 
action control the communication between man and computer. 

 ? info  action, i.e. acces to an information 
 @ object action, i.e. access to an object 
 § process action, i.e. access to a process 
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 > post action, i.e. access to a succeeding route 
 < prior action, i.e. access to a preceding route 

The designer installs a reaction from the problem code by means of a link functor. In the 
case of an object action, it allows the access to an item for adjustment and modification. 
In the case of a process action, any directive can be selected for interactive call and 
drive. The action book allows access to all items of the problem for inspection of its 
current state. 

6   Digital organ virtuscope 

As an example, a digital organ called virtuscope has been installed to meet the require-
ments of computer vision. The problem solution potential of virtuscope has been 
arranged in 18 sections. 

section 0 code & composition  section 1 control   section 2 integer code 
section 3 real code   section 4 x_arbitrary code section 5 image acquisition 
section 6 image inspection  section 7 image dynamics section 8 visual detection 
section 9 pattern operation  section A geometry object section B geometric operation 
section R route prototype depot section T tour route base 
 
section W graphic presentation section X  code space section Y  neuron space 
section Z  interaction 
 
Virtuscope has been implemented at the PC under Windows for application in industrial 
image processing. The designer programs vir_rou.exe (routinier) and vir_tou.exe 
(tourist), each of about 700 KB,  serve the concrete level. The routinier designs 
prototype routes for inclusion into route bases by the tourist. At the active and heuristic 
level, no knowledge and information about the design phase is required. The driver 
program virtus.exe (of about 400 KB) serves arbitrary route bases. To illustrate the 
application of virtuscope, the full equipment of attributes and creators, problem code and 
solution composition will be selected, such that the detection of a bore can be performed. 

Required attributes for the bore detector: 

Attribute front quality 
 @(fqua.FNOI.FSPA.FGAP) 
 FNOI front noise #00 ... #FF [@(FNOI)] 
 FSPA front span #0 ... #F  [@(FSPA)] 
 FGAP front gap #0 ... #F                 [@(FGAP)] 
Attribute front direction 
 @(fdir.FRON.DABR) 
 FRON front EAST/WEST/SOUT/NORT [@(FRON)] 
 DABR DARK/BRIG   [@(DABR)] 
Attribute pixel center 
  @(cent.XECE.YECE.XPCE.YPCE) 
 XECE x_extension of center (width = 1+XECE*2) [@(NVAL)] 
 YECE y_extension of cente (height = 1+YECE*2) [@(NVAL)] 
 XPCE x_position of center   [@(NVAL)] 
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 YPCE y_position of center   [@(NVAL)] 
Attribute gray boundary 
 @(boun.EPOL.ELBO.ERBO.BLEN) 
 EPOL extension of polygonal structure  [@(NVAL)] 
 ELBO left extension of detected boundary  [@(NVAL)] 
 ERBO right extension of detected boundary  [@(NVAL)] 
 BLEN length of detected boundary (=1+ELBO+ERBO) [@(NVAL)] 
Attribute trace 
 @(trac.LTRA.LOPE) 
 LTRA maximum length of trace  [@(NVAL)] 
 LOPE operative length of trace  [@(NVAL)] 
Attribute geometry object 
 @(geom.GMAS.GXPO.GYPO.GDIR.GCOS.GSIN.GLAX.GTAX) 
 GMAS mass (0 1 ... )   [@(NVAL)] 
 GXPO x_position   [@(RVAL)] 
 GYPO y_position   [@(RVAL)] 
 GDIR direction (-180. < GDIR <= 180.) [@(RVAL)] 
 GCOS cos(GDIR) (-1. <= GCOS <= +1.) [@(RVAL)] 
 GSIN sin(GDIR) (-1. <= GSIN <= +1.)   [@(RVAL)] 
 GLAX lateral axis of form   [@(RVAL)] 
 GTAX transversal axis of form  [@(RVAL)] 
In case of circle: 
 GLAX radius 
 GTAX mean square deviation from periphery 
 GDIR angle of radius vector 
 GCOS cos(GDIR) 
 GSIN sin(GDIR) 
The radius vector is taken from the center of circle through the center of gravity of the detected 
periphery segments and has its top at the periphery. 
 
Required creators for the bore detector: 
 
identify front quality §(6QF!,FNOI,FSPA,FGAP) 
identify front direction §(6DF!,FRON,DABR) 
identify pixel center §(8CC!,XECE,YECE,XPCE,YPCE) 
identify boundary polygon  §(8BP!,EPOL) 
boundary detection line §(8BLµ,boun,FRAM) 
front detection of boundary §(8BFµ,cent,fqua,fdir) 
identify polygonal trace §(8TD!,LTRA) 
clear trace to NULL §(8TNµ,trac) 
link boundary at end of trace §(8TBµ,trac,boun) 
identify geometry object §(APD!,GXPO,GYPO,GDIR) 
form circle of trace  §(AFCµ,geom,trac) 
identify suite: detect bore §(0DS!) 
 
Problem code fragment for the bore detector: 
 
 grab & wait exit  (____) 
grab exit   (5GIµ,EXIT) 
         boundary & trace  (____) 
boun   (8BP!, 100) 
boun line   (8BLµ,boun, 0) 
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peri   (8TP!, 800) 
peri=null   (8TNµ,peri) 
peri.boun   (8TBµ,peri,boun) 
 front detection  (____) 
cent hori   (8CC!,  60,  20, 420, 120) 
cent vert    (8CC!,  20,  60, 420, 120) 
qual front   (6QF!,#20,#4,#0) 
dire west   (6DF!,WEST,BRIG) 
dire east   (6DF!,EAST,BRIG) 
dire nort    (6DF!,NORT,BRIG) 
dire sout    (6DF!,SOUT,BRIG) 
peri west   (8BFµ,cent hori,qual front,dire west) 
peri east   (8BFµ,cent hori,qual front,dire east) 
peri nort    (8BFµ,cent vert,qual front,dire nort) 
peri sout    (8BFµ,cent vert,qual front,dire sout) 
 bore   (____) 
geom circ  (APD!,+       .,+       .,+       .) 
form circ   (AFCµ,geom circ,peri) 
 directive   (____) 
detect bore  (0DS!) 
 
Solution composition suite for the bore detector: 
 (0DS!) detect bore 
0000 (0NEµ) 
0001 (0NCµ,grab exit) 
0002 (0NCµ,boun line) 
 (____) 
0003 (0NCµ,peri=null) 
0004 (0NCµ,peri west) 
0005 (0NCµ,peri.boun) 
0006 (0NCµ,peri east) 
0007 (0NCµ,peri.boun) 
0008 (0NCµ,peri nort) 
0009 (0NCµ,peri.boun) 
0010 (0NCµ,peri sout) 
0011 (0NCµ,peri.boun) 
 (____) 
0012 (0NCµ,form circ) 
0013 (0NRµ) 
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